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From a stunning panorama of ocean views from a suite on the only private island resort in the U.S. to a charming Tuscan 

farmhouse set on a sweeping hillside surrounded by vineyards and olive groves, this roundup of 19 domestic and 5 

international properties offers some of the best suites with a view: 



UNITED STATES 

Kaiholo Residences at Timbers Kauai - Kauai, HI 

• Room Name: Kaiholo Residences

• Explore the Garden Isle in style from the luxury oceanfront residences at Timbers Kauai. Find your private oasis on the

450-acre exclusive Kauai resort, featuring a collection of luxury vacation rentals. The Hawaiian word "kaiholo" means the

movement of the sea and in each Kaiholo vacation residence, the stunning views seamlessly transition from indoor to 

outdoor living and lanais that extend to the ocean's edge. Throughout the sea-inspired interiors of these 3-and 4-

bedroom residences, you will find shades of blue and granular movement in the natural stone tiles and surface materials. 

Neutral tones set the stage for breathtaking panoramic ocean and mountain views, creating an incomparable experience. 

You won't know where inside ends and nature begins. 

• Link to Website: https://www.timberskauai.com/

INTERNATIONAL 

La Fonte at Casali di Casole - Tuscany, IT 

• Room Name: La Fonte Farmhouse

• Located within a 4,200+ acres estate with sweeping hillside views patterned by vineyards and olive groves, the

luxurious Casali Di Casole, is the perfect place to experience the heart of Tuscany. Carefully restored Casale villas and

farm homes scattered across the countryside serve as the perfect resting place after spending the day wine tasting,

truffle hunting, or horseback riding. La Fonte's hillside setting offers one-of-a-kind views of the estate's vineyards, the

Tuscan hillside and the medieval town of San Gimignano in the distance. Located near the charming village of Mensano,

this 3 bedroom/3.5 bath farmhouse surrounded by nature offers guests a private, rejuvenating respite. Central living

spaces, including the inviting kitchen and living area, are ideal for family gatherings. The outdoor space, complete with a

heated glass-tiled infinity pool, hot tub and a fire pit, makes this extravagant secluded retreat feel like home.

• Link to Website: https://www.casalidicasole.com/


